Boot Camp & Leaders Only Self-Assessment
This is a revolutionary program that has demonstrated lasting results. At Boot Camp you’ll start the
process. In the Leaders Only eCourse environment, you’ll continue to grow. It is coaching plus
accountability in a dynamic and fun environment leading to lasting change in these areas:




















Communication – Am I consistently clear and concise, getting my ideas out of my head and out
my mouth in a way people understand? Am I avoiding arguments and still getting my point across
without upsetting others? Am I told that I’m a good listener, genuinely interested in other people?
Do I “get to the point” quickly or bore others?
Confidence - Most people's "esteem buckets" are emptied daily. Do I know how to fill mine back
up and do the same for others? Am I as confident as I should be, given my circumstances? Do I
have a spirit of power, love and self-discipline or one of timidity? Do I ever wonder if people will
find out that I’m really not what they currently think I am? Am I brave enough (in Him) to do what I
sense God wants me to do, or do I hesitate or ignore His direction? Is my spirit judgmental or do I
have a positive and contagious attitude?
Influence – Do I wish I had greater influence with those whom I lead or work with? Do people
naturally follow me, whether I am in a leadership position or not? Am I able to get others to take
action and stay engaged? Do people look to me when they are struggling for help and solutions?
Purpose in Life - Living a life on purpose means I know why I am here, and how I am supposed
to impact my circle of influence. How much does that definition apply to me? Do I have a vision
for my endeavors? Do I know God’s purposes for my life and trust He will help me succeed?
Time Management - Stressed out? Wish I could get more done? Am I looking forward to the
future or am I a worrier? Do I take care of myself physically, emotionally and spiritually before
experiencing burnout, stress or resentment? Do I know where things are and can easily find
them?
Dealing with People - How well do I handle difficult people? What about conflicts? Do I
welcome them or do they make me apprehensive? Can I easily see what people are doing well?
Do I consistently point those things out to them? How well do I communicate constructive
feedback? Do I complain frequently or do people say I’m a “positive person?” Do people tell me
that I’m an encouraging person? Do I let others know what I respect or admire about them?
Motivating - How contagious am I? Does my level of enthusiasm move people forward
consistently? Do I freely share responsibilities? Do others gain energy from discussions with me
or do I drain their enthusiasm?
Leading - How well do I combine influence, motivation, dealing with people and communication?
Am I getting the results I want or need? Am I respected by others? Am I trusted by others? Do
people say I have good character? Do others view me as reliable? Do I manage resources and
people well? Do I ever “stretch the truth?” Do those that follow me know how what they do fits
into the vision? Am I consistently and repeatedly reinforcing this? Do I positively influence others
to passionately and strategically follow the vision? Am I comfortable in conflict and work out
solutions?
Public Speaking – Do I hate it like most? Do I miss opportunities to impact others due to fear of
public speaking? Do I get asked to speak regularly? Do people stay interested or do they get
bored while I’m speaking? Do I consider public speaking a privilege and/or fun? Do people often
compliment my presentations and teaching? Or when I’m done, does relief permeate the room?
Spiritual Growth – Do I just know people who seem to have peace and an absence of stress in
their lives or am I one of them? Does my day consist of conversation with God? Do I make
decisions based upon what would most please Him, or is He a “concept” to me? Am I reading the
Bible and growing from that experience, or is it a “to do list” item for me? Does it grieve me when I
sin? Am I humbled by and recognize fully my own depravity of spirit without Jesus Christ?

